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Rating: 5

Review: Thank you very much for the well structured guidance through ISO 13485

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Too Short

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 5

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

The course content was accurate, well-written and
useful.: Agree
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In your opinion, in what ways could the online
modules be improved?:

Thank you very much for the opportunity to test this
course. It is always nice to have a refresher and at
the same time be able to give some feedback. Here
is my experience with the course Sometimes first
second (maybe it is only the first 200 ms) is not
audible. (e.g. module 2, clause 4.1 was only played
fully on my system when repeating the audio)
Regarding knowledge check 1.4: Not sure of the
intent of this question, as an auditor I know the
sections roughly but before writing a finding or
referring to a section I very often crosscheck
anyway. At Knowledge-check 1.9 I clicked on
previous to get an idea of what might be the right
answer. By doing so I thought that I have to submit
again the answers to the question before. Later I
realised that I do not have to resubmit and I can go
forward by the navigation menu on the left. Maybe it
could be clearer that this repeat step is not
necessary once the answer was given correctly. The
next one is a real bug: Module 1 learning objectives
are: 1. Explain the purpose, business benefits and
history of ISO 13485 2. Outline the relationship
between ISO 13485, ISO 9001 and the principles of
quality management (QMPs) 3. Define the key
terminology used throughout the Standard 4. Explain
the key concepts that underpin a medical device
QMS Learning Recap of module 1 on the other hand
is: 1. Explain how the Organization plans,
implements and Controls the QMS processes 2.
Describe the requirements for validating the
Computer Software used in the QMS 3. Describe the
different types of QMS documentation and outline
how the documentation is controlled 4. Explain the
key concepts that underpin a medical device QMS
Solution: 1 to 3 of the recap matches with the
objectives for module 2: Establishing a QMS.
Proposal: The audio intro of the Knowledge Checks
becomes a bit repetitive. I think it is not necessary
from module 2 and onwards. There is a typo in
‘Design and Development Transfer’ (Module 5 …Part
1): It should be ‘supplier’ not ‘suppler’ Module 6,
Recap question 4, typo: a ‘t’ is missing in ‘must’ In
general I really liked the structure and many of the
slides. During some videos my thoughts drifted and I
preferred to read the script. Therefore 2 features I
would like to suggest: Feature request 1: Allow
accelerated / decelerated (e.g. 80 – 120% speed)
playback of each video lto be quickly adjusted for
each section (because e.g. some sections might be
well known to individuals but it is still nice to listen to
it in an accelerated manner) Feature request 2:
Enlarge (make variable) Font Size of Script

Based on your experience with this course. How
likely are you to recommend online training versus
traditional [classroom] training?:

Very Likely



Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!:

Thank you very much for the well structured
guidance through ISO 13485

Do you have any other comments or feedback?: No


